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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 
 



After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. mark jacobs 
1678 Lake Rd 
PO Box 53 
Hamlin, NY 14464-0053 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Mary Brandon 
204 Towne St 
Morrison, IL 61270-2223 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Sarah De Sousa 
351 Whispering Oaks 
Spring Branch, TX 78070-8001 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
P.S 
Why are we doing this?  didn't you just a few years ago spend all 
 
kinds of money trying to reintroduce the wolves back into the wild and 
now you want to destroy what you accomplice, I would really like an 
answer to my question, that is if the answer can be anything except 
for the good of a few cattle ranchers, please say its not so!! 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Jack Williams 
2100 Austin St Apt 4 
Bay City, TX 77414-7264 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Mary Power 
252 Spring Valley Rd 
Paramus, NJ 07652-5343 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Liz Purcell 
x 
Sacramento, CA 95811 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Brian Armstrong 
9217 NE 164th Ave 
Vancouver, WA 98682-0737 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Cody LePow 
304 n.encinal ave. 
Ojai, CA 93023 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dr. John Watson 
2018 E Hopi Ln 
Mount Prospect, IL 60056-1962 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Daniella Muscarello 
2733 S Embers Ln 
Arlington Heights, IL 60005-4690 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Kristina Thorpe 
PO Box 50804 
PO Box 50804 
Santa Barbara, CA 93150-0804 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dr. Julia Dewey 
4405 Herrick Ln 
Madison, WI 53711-1430 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Amber Riley 
351 Prospect St 
Binghamton, NY 13905-1838 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Beverly Kemme 
4600 N 68th St Unit 348 
Scottsdale, AZ 85251-2030 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Betty Ford 
12603 Dawnridge Ct 
Midlothian, VA 23114-3398 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Bob Little, Jr. 
1462 Walnut Hill Ave 
Saint Charles, IL 60174-4588 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Dessi Armstrong 
9217 NE 164th Ave 
Vancouver, WA 98682-0737 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Steven Lawrence 
5322 Poplar Springs Dr 
Charlotte, NC 28269-2958 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. John Hartnett 
6555 Denwood Dr 
Nashport, OH 43830-9757 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Stacey Smith 
3008 Shipway Ave 
Long Beach, CA 90808-4327 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Dessi Stoilkov 
124 Avant St 
Spartanburg, SC 29302-1275 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the immense value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am 
writing to urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf 
recovery efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
Nor do they make ecological sense. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dr. Howard Cohen 
3272 Cowper St 
Palo Alto, CA 94306-3004 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Robert Snow 
5510 Antler Trl 
Lakeland, FL 33811-2024 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
I am requesting that you manage the Mexican wolf recovery efforts in 
the Southwest in a more scientifically appropriate way. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 



wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves play an important role in restoring balance to 
 
Southwest forests but Fish and Wildlife Service hasn't madesignificant 
progress in restoring them. They are continually confined to a small 
areawhich inhibits the growth of the pack. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status to preserve the management flexibility of the rule.  Require 
that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
I want to see the  the Mexican gray wolf recovery program get back on 
track so these wolves will have a real chance at recovery in the wild 
lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Eleanor Morse 
6215 Westcott St Unit B 
Houston, TX 77007-2087 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Paul Pharr 
9855 Regency Square Blvd Apt 119 
Jacksonville, FL 32225-8154 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Elaine Secondo 
16 Conlin Dr 
Enfield, CT 06082-5020 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Roland Zacharias 
110 Hopewell Chase Ct 
Alpharetta, GA 30004-2542 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Sarah Brewster 
1652 Bonack Loop 
Three Lakes, WI 54562-9777 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Karin Andrews 
182 Vineyard Rd 
Warwick, RI 02889-4385 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Kimberly Matthews 
500 Rancheros Dr Spc 144 
San Marcos, CA 92069-2906 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Lynn Hanson 
1265 NE 56th Ct 
Hillsboro, OR 97124-6150 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Please take into account that wherever predators such as wolves are 
removed, the imbalance caused by their removal results in huge 
increases in destructive rodents, their primary food source. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dr. Donlon McGovern 
4107 NE 24th Ave 
Portland, OR 97211-6411 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dr. Renee Snyder 
155 Monte Cresta Ave Apt 106 
Oakland, CA 94611-4811 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Matthew Wormuth 
673 Sheep Pen Rd 
Unadilla, NY 13849-2111 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Daniella Muscarello 
2733 S Embers Ln 
Arlington Heights, IL 60005-4690 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. gary dube 
112 Garner Ave 
Buffalo, NY 14213-1132 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Kelly Heilig 
11325 Genova Rd 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91701-8561 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Michael Harrington 
5420 Erickson Dr 
Granite Bay, CA 95746-6304 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Paul Pharr 
9855 Regency Square Blvd Apt 119 
Jacksonville, FL 32225-8154 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Catherine Waters 
12101 Manitoba Dr NE 
Albuquerque, NM 87111-2751 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Thomas Fedorka 
7472 Gordon Loop 
Brooksville, FL 34601-7041 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Kimberly Crane 
PO Box 222971 
Chantilly, VA 20153-2971 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Barbara Tucker 
14155 Oro Grande St 
Sylmar, CA 91342-2991 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Susan Bosco 
3614 165th St 
Flushing, NY 11358-2042 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Katharine Avarese 
216 Osborn St 
Philadelphia, PA 19128-3723 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Maria H. 
000 0 St. 
Oceanside, CA 92054 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. David Pynakker 
805 Baveno Dr 
Venice, FL 34285-4402 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Raymond Seeto 
5250 Columbia Rd Apt 304 
North Olmsted, OH 44070-3562 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Michael Burke 
315 5th St 
Rising Sun, IN 47040-1110 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Gregory Ewanitz 
6131 Metrowest Blvd Unit 117 
Orlando, FL 32835-3005 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Cheryl Martel 
630 Smithfield Rd Apt 505 
North Providence, RI 02904-2929 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Casimira Pibolis 
21370 W Maurine Dr 
Lake Villa, IL 60046-9346 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Richard Kasputis 
2808 Onyx Rd 
Baltimore, MD 21234-5639 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Stacey Lama 
16 Marc Dr 
Coatesville, PA 19320-2777 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Miss Hilary Treat 
4400 Massachusetts Ave NW 
Washington, DC 20016-8002 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Please see what you can do for these precious wolves, they need our 
help, we need to speak out for them !! 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Barbara Marcellino 
103 Golden Wheat Ct 
Hammonton, NJ 08037-2728 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Rie Congelio 
1116 Arlington St 
Houston, TX 77008-7050 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Thomas Fedorka 
7472 Gordon Loop 
Brooksville, FL 34601-7041 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Robert Gosnell 
7114 Laurel Valley Dr 
San Antonio, TX 78242-1719 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Peter White 
1925 S Palma Pl 
Tucson, AZ 85710-6360 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. David Scott 
300 E North Broadway St 
Columbus, OH 43214-4114 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Kimberly mcshane 
3921 Grace Rd 
Harrisburg, PA 17110-9635 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
Please............someone......who has the power and position.  It is 
 
TIME.  Way overdue time..... for so many issues to protect our animals 
of the world.  SOON..the human who kills everything...will make the 
animals that are given to the earth and have the right to live 
here..........EXTINCT.  I believe this.  UNLESS and 
soon........someone in the places that count do not let their voices 
to be heard and make the LAWS.....the lousy human being will make 
sure...each and every animal is killed and made to be extince. 
 
Somehow ...along the way...somewhere.......the animals were considered 
to be a proble4m .... or they needed to get their tusks......or they 
something or other.  THIS maddness against the animals is disgusting. 
 
People are disgusting.  WE must stop the killers in the world.  Punish 
them dearly.  No little slap on the hand.  But mean what you say. 
Back it up.  STOP THEM.  And that means all of the states in the 
United States.  Enough is enough already.  I am sick of constantly 
writing and donating to the dear animals of the world who are 
slaughtered... killed....trapped...shot......bowed.  I 
mean.....nothing is ever done to STOP the crap.  NOthing.  LEts do 
 
something...and now.  Soon the world will not have the animals to take 
things out of and then they will work on humankind to extinct them. 
 
Sad.  This is a sad and unkind..killing....violent society.  Please do 
something.  Thank you.  Sincerely, 
Rosalyn Burkett 
1587 Taft Drive 
Brunswick, Ohio  44212 
 



Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Rosalyn Burkett 
1587 Taft Dr 
Brunswick, OH 44212-3717 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Celeste McGuire 
16152 Powderhorn Lake Way 
Crest Hill, IL 60403-1555 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Bill and Elizabeth Strickland 
120 Riding Ln 
Southern Pines, NC 28387-6651 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Pam Shaouy 
3793 Paces Ferry West SE 
Atlanta, GA 30339-4138 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Linda Dills 
6251 E 33rd St 
Tucson, AZ 85711-6840 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Kathy Dettwiler 
314 Wisewell Ct 
Baltimore, MD 21227-4722 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Ronda Fazzari 
3951 E Hashknife Rd 
Phoenix, AZ 85050-5460 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. George Fazzari 
3951 E Hashknife Rd 
Phoenix, AZ 85050-5460 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Carroll Arkema 
221 Ringwood Ave Apt A-3 
Pompton Lakes, NJ 07442-2044 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Leonie Tremaine 
239 Tamarack Ave Apt C 
Carlsbad, CA 92008-4087 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Ann Nowicki 
1453 N Dailey Dr 
Pueblo, CO 81007-1239 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Hao Le 
165 Sierra Vista Ave Apt 4 
Mountain View, CA 94043-4449 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Dennis Hewitt 
222 24th Ct SW 
Winter Haven, FL 33880-2412 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Margaret Stein 
PO Box 32 
Cornville, AZ 86325-0032 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. heidi ahlstrand-gallagher 
6917 Pond Rd 
Eveleth, MN 55734-8417 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Anne Kaspar 
19 Grasslands Trl 
Santa Fe, NM 87508-1316 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Polly Stonier 
300 Coral Cir 
Phoenix, OR 97535-6627 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. O Lewis 
PO Box 881075 
Los Angeles, CA 90009-7075 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Elizabeth Fazzari 
3951 E Hashknife Rd 
Phoenix, AZ 85050-5460 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Stephen Ginsburg 
10056 Westwanda Drive 
10056 Westwanda Dr 
Beverly Hills, CA 90210-1429 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Lori Lane 
3630 Marathon St Apt 108 
Los Angeles, CA 90026-2866 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Marc Santora 
0 
Wayne, VT 05767 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Jerry Oliver 
15145 Holiday Way 
Sylmar, CA 91342-5503 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Robert Falvo 
309 Little Creek Rd 
Harmony, PA 16037-9139 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Meghan McCurdy 
777 Dunlavy St Apt 1105 
Houston, TX 77019-1950 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Victor Stanley 
1214 Agnes Ave 
Joliet, IL 60435-3916 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Jennifer Hopkins 
3951 E Hashknife Rd 
Phoenix, AZ 85050-5460 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Becky Eisinger 
6700 Reading Rd E 
Osseo, MI 49266-9053 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Dr. william toner 
9 highland ave 
Mcgraw, NY 13101 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Marty Herzog 
1405 Hartford Rd Apt 103 
Austin, TX 78703-3959 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Harriet Cavalli 
25301 Park Ave 
Ocean Park, WA 98640-4007 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Andrei Smarandoiu 
21 Cedar St 
Somerville, MA 02143-2218 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
Sherry Asbury 
200 Spruce St. Apt.6B 
Kings Mountain, NC 28086-3657 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Sherry Asbury 
200 Spruce St Apt 6B 
Kings Mountain, NC 28086-3657 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Maggie Wright 
13407 N 7th Ave 
Boise, ID 83714-9468 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Michael Mitsuda 
33210 Lake Oneida St 
Fremont, CA 94555-1285 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 



efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mr. Matthew Franck 
119 Livingston Ave Apt 5G 
New Brunswick, NJ 08901-2456 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Charlotte Wright 
9106 Pitcairn Dr 
Tega Cay, SC 29708-7310 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
I know this is a form petition, but please consider the three (3) 
proposals within the petition.  The deaths of any of these beautiful 
animals is deplorable!   I can imagine that funds for this effort had 
been allocated elsewhere.  It is time for those funds to be 



reallocated to defending the Mexican Gray wolf. 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 
 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Lois Denenberg 
4496 160th Ave 
Cottonwood, MN 56229-2100 
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Dec 21, 2007 
 
Brian Millsap 
 
Dear  Millsap, 
 
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who 
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to 
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery 
efforts in the Southwest. 



 
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the 
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. 
 
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and 
 
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.  But 
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in 
restoring them. 
 
There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where 
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a 
much smaller, politically defined recovery area.  The rules as they 
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act. 
 
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I 
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction 
rule. 
 
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential 
status.  This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule, 
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves. 
 
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to 
be released where biologists say is best. 
 
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them 
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual 
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the 
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is 
being made. 
 
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray 
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will 
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest. 
 
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important 
matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Mrs. Julie Kozel 
6490 Waverly Park 
Morrow, OH 45152-8489 

 


